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HOW DOES YOUR COMPANY MEASURE UP?
Answer the 7 Pillars of Accountability Questions
Ask and answer 7 sets of questions to help improve your individual and organizational performance.

Character:
1. Are our core values—the beliefs we say we stand for—clearly defined and consistently communicated?
2. Do they reflect our real behavior or are they just cheap words
3. What would a person visiting our organization observe?
Unity:
1. Does everyone in our organization know what’s expected of them to achieve our corporate objectives?
2. Does everyone in our organization know what’s in it for them if we do?
3. Does everyone understand what happens if we fall short?
Learning:
1. Are we measuring what matters?
2. Do we consider tracking a stick to drive performance or do we believe (and, just as important, do our
colleagues believe) we use tracking to empower our people to make better decisions, improve performance
and celebrate milestones?
Urgency:
1. Do we aspire to the highest levels of excellence in all that we undertake?
2. In what areas are we settling?
3. If we exerted just 5 percent more effort, what result would we achieve?
Reputation:
1. Am I accepting less from some colleagues than others?
2. What’s at the root of my behavior?
3. Do I realize that double-standards hurt everyone, starting with me and my reputation as a leader?
Evolving:
1. If I was fired today, what changes would my replacement make?
2. What’s stopping me from making those changes now?
Accountability is a mindset. It’s not punishment. It’s a support system for winners that creates an opportunity
for your employees to choose if they are committed to doing their part in the company’s upward trajectory.
Accountability is a choice for leaders, too.
Are you modeling the performance you are expecting from others?
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